
'Global EDM' from TD Audio hits your studio hard with a mega pack for EDM production, loaded with 

absolutely everything you need to create your next EDM hit, including loops, one shots, presets, MIDI 

files and even 2 bonus FL Studio projects.  

 

  

EDM has gone global. Blowing up sounds from the USA , Europe and Asia, this amazing sample pack 

captures a wide range of sonic goodies for your next big international smash.  

  

This fierce 1.7 GB pack features everything you need to create amazing tracks or remixes. 'Global EDM' 

offers up  an essential set of one shots to write your own drums, massive lead sounds and synths to find 

inspiration or use as is.  

  

This mega production pack offers up two FL Templates and of course a large set of loops and FX have 

been added to create the ultimate EDM production pack. No stone was left unturned during the making 

of this pack. With over 1,300 sounds to choose from, the inspiration will be flowing wild. 

  

'Global EDM' offers up 100% Royalty-Free 24-Bit audio to use your way. This modern pack is suitable for 

all the latest and most advanced sub genres of EDM and can be used across a wide range of other up 

and coming electronic dance music styles. Finding inspiration is your job and TD Audio gives you the 

tools you need to get that done in no time.  

  

These EDM studio tools feature a great source of sonic elements to use and abuse, with drops, climbs, 

smoking hot drums and heavy music parts. This amazing sound set will be your next go to pack for music 

creation. This top notch features professional sounding audio and presets to give you the edge on this 

highly competitive style of music. So get your ticket, its time to get global with your next production or 

remix.  

  

Product Details: 

  

• 1,380 Files in Total  

• 1.8 GB Unzipped  

• 2 Templates for FL Studio 

• 100% Royalty-Free 

• 24 Bit Audio WAV, NI Massive, Spire, Sylenth 1 & MIDI Formats 


